SING FLOW CHART

- Makes preliminary reservation if sufficient funds exist.
  - Prepares and transmits teletype to FOM/S regarding reservation.
  - Maintains origin
  - Returns remain

- Signs Applicant has been approved to FA

If the Section 202 fund reservation has not been made, prepares letters to Borrower requesting advice, within 10 days, as to whether it can provide "Seed Money" from other sources.

If Section 202 fund reservation has not been made, includes in review of Borrower's Sec. 202 Application that preliminary reservation of "Seed Money" has been made.
- Takes no further action until completion of Section 202 selection process.

- If Borrower selected for previously reserved, submits approved A1; prepares separate memos of Field Office and Requisitions action ONLY.

- If Section 202 funds previously reserved, prepares letter to Borrower advising of insufficiency.
  - Suspends processing of Application.

If Borrower not awarded a Section 202 fund reservation, prepares memo to FAID canceling preliminary reservation of "Seed Money."

Notifies FOM/S within specified time period regarding "Seed Money" from other sources.